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The seventh generation of the Ford F-Series is a range of trucks that was produced by Ford
from the to model years. The first complete redesign of the F-Series since , the seventh
generation received a completely new chassis and body. Distinguished by its squarer look and
flatter body panels, this generation marked several firsts for the F-Series, including the
introduction of the Ford Blue Oval grille emblem. However, this generation marked the end of
the long-running F, the Ranger trim, sealed-beam headlamps, and would be the final generation
to offer a FlareSide bed with rounded rear fenders. The model line served as the basis for the
eighth and ninth-generation F-Series and the third, fourth, and fifth generations of the Ford
Bronco. Though sharing no body parts, the model line shared mechanical commonality with the
Ford E-series. In , Ford debuted a brand new, redesigned F-Series pickup truck line, with the
goal of maintaining utility while getting better fuel economy than its previous generation.
However, drastic measures were taken in reducing weight, including cutting large holes in the
frame on model year trucks. This was discontinued by for the model year. Model year â€” trucks
had a plain grille with "FORD" spelled across the front of the hood in chrome lettering, similar to
the models of the previous generation. The model year was marked by a slight but important
cosmetic change: â€”86 models had the "FORD" letters above the grille removed, and a Ford
oval placed in the center of the grille, with fewer vertical bars in the grille itself. This made the
the first model year to feature the Blue Oval on the front, a trademark of all Ford pickups since,
with the exception of the â€”present F SVT Raptor. Grille options included a full chrome grille, a
black grille or the standard flat grey plastic grille. The headlight bezels also came in several
color options, ranging from light grey, grey, dark grey, and black; with the latter two being the
most common. Introduced for models, an optional resettable trip meter was installed on
speedometers and the mileage counter was moved to the top of the speedometer as part of the
optional Sport Instrumentation Group. The Sport Instrumentation Group also included the
optional tachometer in the center of the cluster, as well as oil and ammeter gauges. In models,
the upper accent mouldings were moved below the front marker. For , the rear tailgate moulding
on XLT models was updated and previewed the design of the model. This molding has become
increasingly rare and fetches a high price. A cargo light was available as an option and was
included in the Light Group option package. The back of the glove compartment door featured
coin slots and cup depressions to hold cups and food similar to a food tray on a train. This was
a feature only found on this generation and never on later models. It also showed a diagram
with lift points as well as other mechanical information. Sliding rear windows were optional as
well as cargo lights, under-hood lights, and many others. Ford offered over options for the
seventh-generation F-Series. F-Series pickups were available in five configurations: regular cab
or SuperCab extended cab with either 6. For , numerous special order equipment was offered on
all F, 81 model pickup truck with a V6 motor , and models. These are listed below with their
respective descriptions. The seventh-generation F-Series marked a major transition in the
powertrains used by the pickup line. As before, the standard engine was a carbureted
cubic-inch inline For , this was supplemented by a 3. To further boost fuel efficiency, a
downsized cubic-inch version of the Windsor V8 was made an option; it proved unpopular and
was dropped after As Ford streamlined its small-block V8 engine lineup, the M was replaced by
the Windsor. Initially, the largest engine offered was the V8 carried over from the previous
generation; it was available only in F and certain F models. As similar-size engines were
discontinued by General Motors and Chrysler during the late s, the was discontinued after In ,
the V8 made its return as the replacement for the on models. The reintroduced was now
externally balanced, like its and Windsor stable mates. Coinciding with the reintroduction of the
big-block , Ford introduced another engine offering for buyers seeking higher-output engines.
Largely a response to General Motors, who had offered diesel-engined pickups since , Ford
produced their first North American diesel F-Series in , while in Argentina the F carried over the
same 3. Rather than develop its own engine as GM had , the 6. The was first offered in 4x4s in
as an option on models. Up until that point, it had never been offered in 4WD models. In , the
Windsor was available with electronic fuel injection as an option on models; a year later, it
became standard an industry first for full-size pickups. The F equipped with the 3-speed manual
transmission was the second-to-last American vehicle to have a column-shifted manual
transmission; it was discontinued after , a year before similar Chevrolet and GMC models. The
heavy duty Ford C6 3-speed automatic transmission, marketed as the "Select-Shift" automatic,
was the standard automatic transmission all years and came paired with most engine options if
ordered. Various transfer cases were used, most built by New Process Gear. NPF cases were
most common. Various Borg-Warner transfer cases were also used. This generation was the
first time Ford used Independent suspension on their full size 4x4 trucks, as well as being the
first time any of the Big Three automobile manufacturers made a 4x4 full size truck without a
solid front axle. From , the rear axle was typically a Ford 9-inch axle , with the Ford 8. The rear

was a Dana 60 until mid when Ford phased out that axle for their own Sterling Dana 60s could
be either full float or semi float and came with a range of gear ratios. Semi float Dana 60s were
either c-clip style, which utilize c-clips to hold the axle shafts in, or pressed in bearings which
held the axles in with a special wheel bearing that bolted to the outer axle housing inside the
brake drum. These were typically used in lighter duty trucks. Up until then, early models were
built with left over materials, making some parts tough to find. These trucks were leaf sprung
and used a single gas shock with no coil springs and radius arms like on the F For the rear axle
the F trucks used a Dana 60 for the single rear wheel trucks and a Dana 70 for the dual rear
wheel trucks until when Ford once again phased in their own Sterling axle. Factory lifts used 2"
blocks on the rear suspension, or 2" front and 4" rear on HD trucks, usually on Fs and higher
trims. Heavier duty Fs could be ordered with 2" blocks. For the first time since , the
medium-duty version of the F-Series F and above were completely redesigned. Adopting design
elements from the heavier Ford L-series conventionals, the medium-duty trucks received a
trapezoidal front grille with lowered front fenders for the first time since Sharing its cab with the
pickup trucks, the medium-duty trucks were offered as a two-door standard cab and as a
four-door crew cab. The medium-duty trucks were offered with two gasoline engine, a 6.
Multiple diesel engines were offered through its production as an option. Initially launched with
the Caterpillar and Detroit Diesel 8. With the exception of powertrain revisions, this generation
of the medium-duty F-Series was produced nearly unchanged for 19 years. For , the "FORD"
lettering was replaced by the Ford Blue Oval emblem among the final Ford vehicles to receive
the change ; for , the hood was restyled with a new grille and turn signals. For the model year,
this generation was replaced by a redesigned medium-duty range, derived from the Ford Super
Duty pickup. Dealers such as Igarreta still provide customized configurations for the trucks,
such as extended cabs and other bodywork. Additionally, the Deutz series engines 4, 5 and 6
cylinder for aftermarket were offered from to for all models, including medium duty trucks. From
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Articles with unsourced statements from August Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Cuautitlan , Mexico Dearborn, Michigan , U. Kansas City, Missouri , U.
Norfolk, Virginia , U. Paul, Minnesota , U. Wayne, Michigan , U. Regular cab 8' box: Ford F-Series
sixth generation â€” Ford F-Series eighth generation â€” Ford Essex V6. Ford Truck Six Ford
Small Block V8. Ford Cleveland V8. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max.
Pickup truck. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty.
Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. Four-wheel drive was offered
on the F Short or long beds were available for all models. Engine options available for the F
models included the mid-block cubic-inch Cleveland V-8 and the small-block cubic-inch
Windsor V The Ford Essex 3. Three transmission systems were offered that yea: manual
three-speed, automatic three-speed or automatic four-speed with overdrive. The Ford F was
available with two-door or four-door entry. The short wheelbase bed was 6. Chrome trim was
featured on the grille, bumpers and doors of this truck. Different trim packages were available,
and exterior solid colors included black, silver and red. The four-door model had a maximum
towing capacity of 8, pounds. The Ford F featured carpeting throughout, and driver and
passenger bucket seats were available in cloth or vinyl. Ford's Rear Seat Power Point feature
allowed passengers use of an electrical system to power items, and reading lamps were
featured in the four-door models. Manual locks and windows were standard, though a power set
was optional, and the F had tilt power steering. Interior colors included grey, black and tan. A
copywriter and publicist, Brooke Ashley has been writing professionally since Her poetic work
has been published in "Maverick Magazine" and her Web content is featured on Autogeek.
Interior The Ford F featured carpeting throughout, and driver and passenger bucket seats were
available in cloth or vinyl. The early s was a tough time for auto manufacturers, as engineers
were still struggling to incorporate ever-advancing technology into existing vehicles. Fuel

economy was also on the minds of motorists, and to help ensure the F-Series held its title as
best selling truck, Ford saw fit to introduce numerous changes for the model year even though
the seventh-generation F-Series was just a couple years old. Some of those changes would
stick, some would prove to be mistakes and disappear rather quickly, but overall the F-Series
was a step in the right direction. You have to watch this short video! Words can barely describe
how amazing this original 25, mile F is. The condition is nothing short of jaw dropping. The big
news among Blue Oval truck enthusiasts was an all-new compact pickup called the Ford
Ranger, waiting in the wings as a model. As such, the Ranger moniker was eliminated from the
full-size lineup, while a new trim level called the XLS essentially replaced the Free Wheeling
Appearance Package of old. Accompanying the new trim levels were some powertrain changes,
most notably with the new 3. A new transmission option for the SelectShift automatic featured
torque converter lockup, and when paired with the V-6 on the F, fuel mileage was said to be near
30 miles per gallon. Non-lubricating sealed ball joints debuted on the front suspension, and
Electronic Engine Control EEC was unveiled for trucks equipped with the 5. The obvious
changes, however, were the exterior enhancements. The Ford lettering on the hood was
replaced with the now-familiar Blue Oval badge, mounted in the center of an all-new grille that
used only three vertical bars, giving the F-Series a much cleaner, more distinctive look. An
optional chromatic tape stripe gave the trucks some added pizzazz, while new wheel options
rounded out the new exterior look for With the Ranger nameplate slated for Ford's new compact
pickup, trim levels on the F-Series became a bit simpler. The F soldiered on as the entry-level
full size truck, with F and F trucks available in Regular or SuperCab format. Fs were offered as a
Regular Cab with single or dual rear wheels. Short wheelbase Flareside beds were also
available on both the F and F The XLS package included unique XLS striping, and blackout
treatment on pretty much everything that was chrome on other trucks, including the grille,
mirrors, door handles, bumpers, side window surround, and all chrome exterior trim. Inside, the
instrument panel on the XLS featured a brushed aluminum applique, and the steering wheel
also received the brushed aluminum trim. The XLS shared standard equipment with the XLT,
save for Argent styled steel wheels with black center caps, and could be optioned out with
virtually any available feature. The new 3. The 4. The FHD two-wheel drive used the 4. Optional
engines included the 4. Rust along the fenders and cab corners continued to be a significant
problem for Ford pickups. The new sealed "lubed for life" ball joints also developed a reputation
over time for drying up, ultimately leading to premature wear. And then there was the new 3.
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for sale and priced below market? Other Ford F Years. Ford F Trims. Others also viewed these
Models Keep me posted on new listings X. Email me new car listings and price drops matching
this search:. Email Please specify correct email. By clicking "Subscribe" you agree to our Terms
and Privacy Policy. Track price drops for this car X. Email me when the price of this listing
drops:. Please specify correct email. Email me for all future saved listings. The search has been
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also named Ford Louisville or, for the s aerodynamic models, Ford Aeromax is a range of
heavy-duty trucks that were assembled and marketed by Ford between and The first dedicated
Class 8 truck produced by the company, the L-series range replaced the F-series "Super Duty"
and N-series short conventional derived from the F-series. Produced as both straight trucks and
semitractors, the Ford L-series encompassed a wide range of models through the Class GVWR
ratings in medium-duty, severe-service, and vocational applications. The line would become
one of the most popular series of trucks Ford ever produced. The L series was produced in the
Kentucky Truck Plant near Louisville, Kentucky , which gave rise to the nickname "Louisville
Line" trucks [1] ; as part of a redesign, part of the model line officially took on the Louisville
nameplate. Following the sale of the Ford heavy-truck line to Freightliner in , the L-series was
discontinued by Ford at the end of Freightliner would concurrently take over production of the
Ford L-series, opening its Sterling Trucks subsidiary; the L-series became the Sterling A line,
Acterra, and L line, remaining in production until when Sterling Trucks closed operations. As
Ford did with the H-series cabover derived from the C-series and nicknamed the "Two-Story
Falcon" , an all-new chassis raised the cab upward; while sharing its grille with the H-series, the
N-series shared its cab with the F-series pickup trucks. By the s, Ford sought to modernize and
streamline its heavy-truck line. In , the heavy-duty F-series F to F became a larger, separate

model line along with introduction of the all new H-series Linehauler. In , the H-series was
replaced by the all-new W-series cabover. In a change from adapting the F-series to become a
heavy truck and to replace the N-series, Ford began design work on an all-new truck range,
which became the L-series. With an all-new heavier-duty chassis, the L-series also featured a
larger cab; to improve serviceability, the design included a front-hinged hood. For , the L-series
was introduced in four size ranges, two hood lengths and grille styles, and with single or
tandem denoted by the "T" in the model designation rear axles. Powertrains included a wide
range of gasoline and diesel engines, based on GVWR. In , Ford introduced a set-back front axle
configuration. For the rest of the s, the L-series saw few major changes. Fitted with a
set-forward front axle and a longer hood, this version had more room for larger powertrains.
Although the L-series would see few revisions throughout its production, elements of its design
would see use in other Ford vehicles. In , the W-series cabover received a larger grille similar to
the chrome version on the L series. In the redesign of the medium-duty F- series, the hexagonal
shape of the grille was carried over; it is a theme used in all Super Duty trucks since their
introduction. In , the L-series changed its grille design from an egg-crate design to that of
horizontal chrome bars; the Ford Blue Oval became centered. In addition, rectangular
headlights became standard in As a response to the aerodynamic Kenworth T , for , Ford
introduced its own aerodynamic semitractor. Named AeroMax L, the new design was an
extensive upgrade of the L While sharing the same cab and the hood of the medium hood LS,
the Aeromax used a set-back front axle to add a form-fitting front bumper with swept front
fenders. For the first time in a North American truck, automotive-style composite headlights
were used. Other aerodynamic enhancements included skirted fuel tanks and a specially
designed "Aero Bullet" sleeper unit. The Aeromax L was one of the most aerodynamic trucks in
North America upon its introduction in Following its introduction as a semitractor, the AeroMax
line expanded into the vocational truck lineup alongside the rest of the Ford L series. A later LA
was introduced for "Baby 8" intra-city delivery. These featured optional full-length chassis
skirting, along with the same aero headlights and bumpers of the older medium hood LA series.
As with previous Ford heavy-truck tradition, gasoline-engine trucks received a three-digit model
number while diesel-engine trucks were given a four-digit model number. Almost all models had
at least one engine option, the series had several. The â€” series had a Ford V8 standard, â€”
had a V8 optional. The series had a V8 standard. In the V8 was replaced by a , and the V8 was
replaced by a ; the V8 remained an option. The and series had a Caterpillar V standard, the had
a V and the had a V available. For , the Ford heavy-truck lines were redesigned, the
second-generation heavy-truck line was nearly exclusively for Class 8 weight ranges. On
tandems a walking beam type was standard and 2 different air suspensions were available. In
the redesign, both the Aeromax and Louisville gained a wider cab with a sloping windshield.
Although Aeromax models would lose their composite headlights, it gained a much larger slope
to the hood. To aid ergonomics, the Aeromax and Louisville would borrow many interior
controls from other Ford vehicles. Another redesign was the grille bars, in the second
generation the trucks that had extended frame bumpers knocked of the "middle" full painted
piece off the grille. In the case of the latter, the popularity of the Louisville nickname led Ford to
drop the L-series nomenclature and adopt the Louisville nameplate officially. The second
generation didn't offer gasoline or diesel V8s, all engines were inline 6 turbocharged diesels.
The Caterpillar and Cummins N14 the evolution of the NTC series continued as heavy duty
engines in the models. At the end of , Ford completed the sale of its heavy-truck operations,
selling the rights and production tools of the Louisville, Aeromax, and Cargo to Freightliner. In
Sterling began production in St. Production ended in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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